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HOME AND BUSINESS FOR SALE

PLEASE PHONE JOHN ON 0439 488855

PRICE ON INQUIRY
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RED CENTRE FARM AND STORE

OWNERS WISH TO RETIRE
FARM IS LOCATED AT TI-TREE, 180kms 

NORTH OF ALICE SPRINGS

GROWING THE CENTRES BEST MANGOES, 
WITH SHOP PRODUCING AN ALL YEAR 

ROUND INCOME

WOULD SUIT COUPLE OR FAMILY
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Rates to hold despite
pressure from prices

Katrina Parrington Wayne Swan

Prices in Australia have been
growing faster than expected,

which could force the Reserve
Bank to lift interest rates sooner
than expected. But Alice Springs
Elders Home Loans owner and
finance/mortgage broker Katrina
Parrington is confident it will not
be when the RBA board meets on
Tuesday.
Annual inflation was running at
3.3 per cent the latest data,
released this week, showed —
more than the 3 per cent
predicted by economists.
The figure has led experts to
predict the Reserve Bank will
have to step in to take some of the
heat out of the economy — but a
rise in the official rate might be
held until after the May 10
Federal Budget.
The inflation drivers include the
price of fruit, which rose 14.4 per
cent, petrol which rose 8.8 per
cent and electricity, up 5.5 per
cent. Some say this means there
will be sustained pressure on the
Reserve Bank over the coming
months.
Treasurer Wayne Swan described
the result as an ‘‘unsurprising

spike’’, saying inflation was
always going to be pushed up by
the effect of natural disasters on
fruit and vegetable prices.

The Treasurer said inflation was
under control for now, before the
big hit from the emerging mining
boom.

The rises in fruit and vegetable
and petrol prices in the March
quarter accounted for 0.8 per
cent of the total of 1.6 per cent,
while seasonal rises in education

and health costs also contributed
significantly.

Mr Swan said the high prices
caused by the ‘‘summer of
disasters’’ would unwind over
coming months.

Ms Parrington said: ‘‘Given the
RBA minutes on monetary policy
released in April, a lot of the
foregoing was factored in to their
decision — interest rates have
been tipped to rise in the latter
half of 2011 by most economists

and the inflationary spike was
anticipated.
‘‘At this time the banks have not
increased their fixed interest rates
which suggests that their long-
term funding rates are not
moving upwards.
‘‘There was talk of some banks
cutting the variable interest rate
recently and the recent move
downwards in fixed interest rates
would support this.
‘‘That doesn’t mean they won’t be
quick to move when rates are
once again on the way up.
‘‘Locally, the Alice Springs
business community in general
seems to be hit and miss with a
number of businesses reporting a
slow start to the 2011 year.
‘‘I think this reflects the wait-and-
see attitude of a lot of consumers
at the moment, putting luxury or
non-essential spending on hold —
the financial Christmas hangover
has been a little longer than usual
this year.
‘‘This pullback by consumers on
non-essential spending has also
been evidenced nationally and is
not atypical of Alice Springs.’’


